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Fine Motor Activity 
Extra time at home is a great opportunity to work on fine motor skills for buttons, zippers, and 

shoe tying. Look through drawers and closets to find some clothing and coats with different kinds 

of buttons, snaps, and zippers to practice. Many 

of us were also practicing shoe tying at school. 

Here is a good video from YouTube for practice at home.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKFu-2gjjo0 

 

Writing Activity 
Take a look at the picture on the right. How many things can 

you find that are wrong or wasteful?  

 

For writing practice this week, make a list of the 

wasteful things you see or write a story about 

what is happening in the picture. If you also want 

some typing practice, type a paragraph about what you see in 

the picture.  

 

 

 

 

Cutting Activity 
Practice cutting skills this week 

using some of that junk mail we all get.  Have your student cut out words, letters, or 

pictures. For beginning readers, put letters together to make words or words 

together to make sentences. You could also make a matching game by cutting out a 

picture then cutting letters or word to label the picture. For more advanced readers, put together a message 

using the cut words. For some extra fine motor practice, glue the words on paper or practice using tape to 

attach.   

 

Sensory Idea 

Who doesn’t need a place to get away! Make a quiet break area at 

home using a sheet or tablecloth under a table. Kids can climb in 

when they need a break. Some kids also like to take breaks by 

making a fort or carving out a quiet zone in a closet. Older kids 

might just take a break in their room or other space in the house. 

While staying at home, try to respect each other’s needs for quiet 

time.  
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